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These groups invested plenty of money on celebrity for product photo shooting of color page in the magazine,
media advertising in building their beauty creator myth. This would help in order to govern as well as take
care of the entire value system within the enterprise. New York: Free Press. This would help the organization
i. Based upon the various surveys as well as tests, it has been noticed that, The Body Shop refers to one of the
organization which does not test its product on animals. However, authors also emphasize that in some
conditions there might be better apply another model. By differentiating their products stress on human rights
and fair trade. It is very risky to create a new brand in a highly competitive environment and it also requires a
starting capital to buy products or create new ones in the area of natural beauty. This marketing model would
help in order to see the organization from five different perspectives i. Overall the areas are all moderate to
high, however TBS has managed to ameliorate the major contingencies in each area to their advantage. In the
book of Case in Competitive Strategy, which written by Michael Porter, it published a work that shaped the
thinking of a generation of academics and managers Magretta,  Dibb, S. The various levels of the organization
i. Magretta, J. That successor will require similar skills and ideology mindset. The organization would operate
in such an environment which would help in order to preserve the planet Earth. The external stakeholders
should be included in the panel which would help in reviewing the overall performance as well formulates
plans policies, procedures to be implemented in the organization. Market-Driven Versus Driving Markets.
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 28 1 , pp. They commit themselves provide more benefits to
their customers instead of gaudy stuff for their profit, which create win-win saturation for their business
pattern. Further, customers buying groceries generally are focused on minimising time in this task. So, the
relationship between the Body Shop and the suppliers are stable and strong, because the supplier did not have
monopoly power and cannot afford the expensive switching cost to look for another buyer. Most of the beauty
retail stores that have the same targeting consumer group with the Body shop always offer products at
affordable prices. They also spend the bunch of money packaging designs to support their luxury prices. An
exploration of marketing tactics for turbulent environments. Grab the market opportunity and pay close
attention to the changing market, make use of both internal and external company conditions, bring in more
demand product which meets customer needs, through changing the difference of product, service and
marketing strategy to compete with rivals, to gain a competitive advantage. The other markets sectors are only
available by modifying their philosophy. Arif, With the progress and transformation in industries, the body
shop is also required to deal with some problems, activities, as well as competitors by their ability. Staying
true to this course, with a review of loss making markets and new opportunities in the male cosmetic markets
and other fields should ensure their continued profitable performance. This means that only few organizations
would be able to enter the cosmetics industry. Their products are easily imitated although the natural
ingredients make it logistically difficult â€” in fact most of ideas were copied from existing products and
processes elsewhere in the world.


